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THE TAO (PATH) THAT WE MOVE ALONG:  

CONTEMPLATION, CONTEXTUALIZATION AND EMPIRICAL 

INVESTIGATION OF CHINESE THEORIES OF WORK MOTIVATION  

 

ABSTRACT 

The current discourse in organizational behavior and management argues that work 

motivation should be contextualized. This positions the predominance of extant work 

motivation theories as a construction of, and so limited to, Western individualistic and 

instrumental assumptions. Embedded in the Chinese context, we surface alternative 

contextualized theories of work motivation. Our starting point is that the basic notion of 

motivation (i.e., what makes us move) becomes meaningful when grounded to the Chinese 

philosophical root metaphor of the Tao (Path, Way). Tao, underpinning Chinese philosophical 

traditions, positions motivation through the ideal and natural path that a person can and 

should move along. Drawing literature from philosophy, indigenous psychology and 

management, we frame Chinese employees as motivated by Confucian-moral and Taoist-

pragmatic motivational forces. Through our empirical study, drawing on the responses of 74 

Chinese employees, we reveal employees’ concrete to motives to work. Through the 

technique of network analysis we position these motives as coherent explanations of what 

motivates employees. These grounded explanations give concrete form to the way employees 

feel directed by the moral and pragmatic motivation forces in their everyday work lives. 

Given this study is exploratory, we frame a set of propositions that underlie our theories that 

invite further critical examination.  

Keywords: Motivation, Chinese, Confucian-morality, Taoist-pragmatism, Tao 

Methodological Area: Both 
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When I was exploring a dissertation topic, I asked my mother first, as I always did, to 

share my learning with her, to brainstorm learning concepts [i.e., her research interests] 

upon hearing the translated term achievement motivation (成就動機) from Western 

psychology. She was puzzled about the Western concept, could not produce a single 

association in Chinese, and sat there speechless quite some time. Finally, she muttered, "What 

does learning have to do with motivation?! I only know a motive to murder"  (in Chinese 

motivation and motive are translated as the same term 動機. Upon reflection on these two 

English terms, I, too, failed to discern really meaningful differences!). I knew that if my 

college-educated mother -- who had, in effect, also received a secondhand doctoral education 

through me -- could not make sense of achievement motivation, chances are that the people I 

was going to study in China would not either (J. Li, 2012 p. ix). 

In the state-of-the-art handbook of Chinese organizational behavior and management 

research, the editors conclude that: “There is nothing more American than research on 

Chinese organizational behavior” (Huang & Bond, 2012: 513). This inertia in Chinese 

management research stems from three decades of dependence on Western theories and their 

assumptions (for a recent review, see Jia, You, & Du, 2012). The uncritical acceptance of 

extant paradigms means research in Chinese contexts often lacks relevant and meaningful 

elements required to contextualize empirical phenomena (Tsui, 2006). By contextualizing 

management research we increase its validity and relevance (Barney & S. Zhang, 2009; Johns, 

2006; Rousseau & Fried, 2001; Whetten, 2009; White, 2002). This underpins our argument 

for and presentation of a meaningful contextualization of a significant cornerstone of Chinese 

organizational behavior and management research: work motivation.1  

So far, scholars tentative steps toward understanding motivation in a Chinese context 

1 Given the space constrain and maturity of this field, we will not review extant motivation theories in this 
article. Readers who are interested in the historical development of motivation theories may consult the 
available comprehensive reviews (Latham & Pinder, 2005; Locke & Latham, 2004; Miner, 2005). 
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have been imposed through the lens of collectivism (e.g., Erez & Earley, 1993; Hofstede, 

1980; Triandis & Gelfand, 2012) or only partially account for the relational culture of the 

Chinese (e.g., A.-B. Yu, 1996). Few scholars explore Chinese motivation as indigenous (e.g., 

Tung, 1981; Yang, 2003) and, in consequence, most explanations of motivation in Chinese 

contexts characterize as artifacts of the Western world. Such imposed perspectives lack the 

contextualized rational required to explain complex social phenomena (Berry, 1989).  

Our approach anchors in the assumption that a social phenomenon like work motivation 

“must be interpreted from the frame of the originating culture. Evaluating the meaning of an 

assumption, or set of assumptions, from a viewpoint other than its own cultural context 

would be inherently specious and probably pernicious.” (Marshak, 1993). The assumptions 

are the defining, but less often explicitly revealed, building blocks for theoretical 

construction. This gives voice to Meyer’s (2006) and Tsui’s (2004; 2006) assertion that 

Chinese management research should have more self-confidence to articulate theories of 

work motivation that are contextualized and so provide rich, valid, and meaningful 

explanations. 

Language is a carrier of culture and the subtle but salient cultural differences are 

embedded in the language and web of meanings that substantiate a concept (Hwang, 2006; 

Jullien, 2004; Whorf, 1956; Wierzbicka, 1997; N. Yu, 1998). Li’s (2012) interaction with her 

mother in the opening quote, while anecdotal, surfaces prototypical confusion with a concept 

that lacks the required cultural web of (contextualized) meanings. She highlights that the 

distinction between motivation and motives while meaningful in English is conflated in 

Chinese. This reflects the fundamental divergence in the tacit epistemologies through which 

individual makes sense of the world (Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001; Wierzbicka, 

1997). While English reveals the separation between motivation (abstract) and motives 

(sensory and concrete), this distinction is not found in Chinese language (see Nisbett, 2003). 
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While abstract explanations of motivation reveal meaningful perspectives in the Western 

world they diverge from the fundamental and concrete operation of the Chinese mindset and 

so the specifics realities of employees’ working lives.2 The terms motivation and motives 

hold assumed meanings and interpretations that should be critically re-evaluated when 

contextualized to different cultural and epistemological roots. 

Li’s mother’s grounded and perceptive insight frames a fundamental and intriguing 

question that gives focus to our exploration of work motivation in the Chinese contexts. In 

what ways do Chinese cultural and epistemological roots shape interpretation of the notions 

of work motivation and motives to work in this context? This question, critical to evaluating 

construct and interpretive validity, is integral to going beyond the bounds of existing theory 

to seek contextualized constructions of the work motivation (Meyer, 2006; Tsui, 2004; 2006; 

White, 2002). While such first principle questions are challenging, we offer tentative answers 

based on a lengthy gestation of critical literature review and empirical work. 

Our research journey to contextualizing work motivation begins with two parallel tracks 

that, once unified, form coherent and plausible explanations of work motivation. First, we 

draw on the most basic meaning of motivation as – What makes us move? As informed by 

philosophical traditions of Confucianism and Taoism, we find distinct frames of 

interpretation for what makes Chinese employees move. Drawing on the Chinese 

philosophical concept of Tao (Path, Way), this essential Chinese concept sheds light on, and 

integrates a rational for the ideal and natural path an individual can and should move along. 

2 The uncritically acceptance of Western premises extends to Chinese management education. Work motivation, 
with its central role in any management or organizational behavior textbooks, often reveals motivation and 
motive translated as the same term – in a way that masks the Western dichotomy. Our socialization or 
acculturated perspectives combined with our empirical work reveal service employees, who often do not have 
any conceptual management training, do not think, talk or understand motivation as the understood in Western 
theoretical perspective. We argue this yawning gap between theory and practice echoes the crisis in management 
accounting (Johnson, 1991) and management education (Ghoshal, 2005) and should be understood here, as 
there, as a necessity to re-align motivation theory with the every-day reality of employees’ rationalization 
towards their work. 
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Confucianism associates Tao with a moral meaning while Taoism introduces a sense of the 

pragmatic in Tao.  

Our second track surfaces novel insights into our understanding of motives to work in 

the Chinese context; given a void in research in this area. We empirically explore 74 Chinese 

employees’ motives to work that make concrete their rational for why people do what they do 

at work. Our grounded analysis of employees’ idiographic explanations and justifications is 

integrated with the technique of network analysis to arrive at a visual representation of the 

structure of service employees’ motives to work. Drawing on arguments that interpretive 

validity relies on grounded explanations (Jullien, 2004; White, 2002), our discussion 

contextualizes the Chinese employees’ motives to work within Confucian and Taoist frames 

of interpretation. This allows us to effectively contextualize motives, in what we argue, is 

appropriate and legitimate expressions of the Confucian-moral and Taoist-pragmatic 

motivational forces. 

This study starts by contemplating the Chinese ground of motivation, followed by 

contextualizing motivation to the Confucianism and Taoism. Then, we design and conduct an 

empirical and exploratory research to assess the Chinese service employee’s motives to work. 

Finally, the theoretical implications are discussed. 

CONTEMPLATION: THE CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF MOTIVATION 

Motivation: Underpinning rational of extant theories 

This [contextualized research] is especially important for psychological constructs 

whose meaning is affected by the social and cultural tradition. For example, what does 

motivation mean in China? (Tsui, 2006: 8). 

Etymologically, motivation originally derives from the Latin word movere; to move. 

This reveals basic notion of motivation, therefore, designates what makes us move (Latham 

& Pinder, 2005). While this question of ‘what’ is apparently simple, it relates to the 
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fundamentals of how individuals construct their worldviews and so rationalize their behavior 

(Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton, 1985).  

Arguments in cultural and cognitive psychology reveal that individuals in Western and 

Chinese contexts draw on different tacit epistemologies that shape construction of their 

worldviews (Nisbett, 2003; Nisbett et al., 2001). Those individuals in the Western world take 

an analytic view that, reflecting Greek philosophical traditions, focus on the essence of an 

object and while creating abstract explanations of its properties and relationship with other 

objects (Nisbett, 2003). This naturally predicates constructing explanations of what makes us 

move in a way that distinguishes between a latent notion of (abstract and general) motivation 

and idiographic notion of (concrete and specific) motives. Researchers increasingly 

acknowledge that theories of motivation are largely shaped by and so limited to these taken-

for-granted (tacit) Western epistemologies (e.g., Shamir, 1991; K. Zhang, Song, Hackett, & 

Bycio, 2006).3 

The Chinese adopt a distinct system of thoughts that focuses on the holistic and concrete 

in making sense of the reality (Nisbett, 2003; Nisbett et al., 2001). Consequently, Western 

notions of identifying and distinguishing between abstract and concrete notions of motivation 

lack significance. This reveals a blind spot about how Chinese tacit epistemologies give 

meaning to what makes Chinese employees move. We reduce this blind spot by surfacing an 

appropriate alternative i.e., Chinese epistemology and relating vocabulary to contextualize 

“what makes us move” to the critical explanatory specifics of the Chinese context (Hwang, 

2006; Jullien, 2004; Whorf, 1956; Wierzbicka, 1997; N. Yu, 1998). 

Contextualizing motivation to move (行) and Tao (道) in the Chinese context 

3 An illustrative example for the epistemological different between West and the Chinese is the artifacts of the 
epistemology. For instance, science, an artifact of analytic thinking, requires an alternative way of thinking that 
is fundamentally disconnected with the Chinese life-world. This topic is beyond the scope of present study and 
readers who are interested in this issue may consult Needham (1954) and Hwang (2006). By contrast, the notion 
of the Tao shapes a distinct system of epistemology (in the I-Ching or Book of Change) that acts as an 
indigenous system of categorization and sources of sensemaking the Chinese life-worlds (Nisbett, 2003). 
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The paradox will remain a paradox as long as we only see China and the Chinese 

through the colored glasses of individualism (Hsu, 1977: 205). 

What makes us move? Chinese thinkers’ would answer this question by 

contextualizing movement to the foundational metaphor of the Tao or Way. This “ultimate 

term in Chinese thought” (Jullien, 2004: 188) evokes moving-related images of walking, 

following, arriving and going through (Fingarette, 1972; Roetz, 1993). The philosopher 

Laozi, while accepting the Tao is difficult to understand and explain, states, “Man takes his 

law from the Earth; the Earth takes its law from Heaven; Heaven takes its law from the Tao. 

The law of the Tao is its being what it is (Legge, 1891).” This positions the Tao as the 

unspoken but ever present root directing and energizes individuals’ thoughts and movement 

i.e., motivation. 

An individual’s movement along the Tao is characterized in I-Ching (Book of 

Change): “As Heaven’s movement is ever vigorous, so must a gentleman ceaselessly strive 

along” (W. Zhang, 2012). This analytically formulates Chinese motivation as: (1) identifying 

the ideal and natural Way with which, at best, individuals move along and, at least, individual 

should not hold against it (i.e., Heaven’s movement -- the Tao of Heaven), (2) defining the 

self through the Tao (i.e., gentleman (junzi) as morally superior ideal), and (3) delimiting the 

ideal move through Tao (e.g., to strive along). This formula is not a question of (Western) 

instrumental goals and individuated states but rather its associates with the Tao pervading the 

relationships that harmoniously bind a person and the environment (Leung, Koch, & Lu, 

2002; Y.-Y. Li, 1992).  

CONTEXTUALIZATION: THE TAO OF MOTIVATION 

Tao finds expression in Confucian and Taoist philosophies that embedded in the 

everyday language that individual use to perceive, categorize, construct, and make sense of 

their reality (Whorf, 1956; Wierzbicka, 1997; N. Yu, 1998; 2009). These philosophies are 
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attributed with a long and still very relevant, shaping of individuals’ thoughts and behavior 

(Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Nisbett et al., 2001). While, for the convenience of presentation, 

we separate the Confucian and Taoist perspectives we see them an expression of motives that 

exists as opposing but interpenetrating forces that complete one another (Fang, 2011). 

Our interpretation, drawing from comparative philosophy, is challenging as 

explanations of Confucianism or Taoism are not readily accessible to scholars outside this 

disciplinary boundary. We argue that to engage with fundamentals of what makes people 

move we need some degree of immersion and explanation of the critical underlying 

assumptions embedded in Confucianism and Taoism.  

Our reconstructions develop through three assumptions as building blocks: (1) 

identifying the Tao in Confucianism and Taoism, (2) defining the selfhood as Confucian and 

Taoist expression of Tao and (3) defining the ideal and/or natural movement through Tao 

towards a Confucian and Taoist selfhood. By integrating these three assumptions we arrive at 

(4) interpretation of motivation forces contextualized to Confucian and Taoist perspectives.  

Towards a Confucian Theory of Motivation 

For Confucianism, Tao is authenticity. Being and acting authenticity is absolutely 

good for the Confucians (building block 1). Authenticity of a person comes from a person’s 

inherent connection with Heaven. This gives dual implications for selfhood: everyone is 

inherently perfectible and has inherently ability to connect to others (building block 2). Given 

human nature is perfectible, the Confucians focus on how a person makes oneself toward 

perfection through authenticity. Confucians provides two mechanisms of self-perfection: self-

cultivation and self-exertion. These two mechanisms operate jointly facilitate self-expansion 

(building block 3). With these building blocks, we conclude that Confucian motivation comes 

from its distinct conception of morality (building block 4). 

Building block 1- Identifying Tao in Confucianism: Tao of Heaven is authenticity 
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Tao in Confucianism is understood through the notion of the Tao of Heaven (Hwang, 

2012; Tu, 1989). The Tao of Heaven delimits the perfect path for individuals to strive along. 

Rather than incorporating behavioral or external norms (e.g., The Ten Commandments or 

Greek philosophers’ understanding of virtues) that specify a path, a Confucian perspective 

defines the perfection of Heaven as an aspirational state. Heaven is perfect because it is as 

itself: it is always authentic without any exception (誠; cheng, An, 2004; Hwang, 2012; Tu, 

1989). Confucians are convinced that authenticity always leads to good results and so a 

person cannot authentically do bad things (An, 2004).4 Whatever Heaven does is always 

authentic and this is its measure of perfection. Drawing on an optimistic worldview, 

Confucianism frames human nature as perfectible in its potential to reflect the Tao of Heaven 

(Metzger, 1988; Tu, 1985). Therefore, a person’s Tao is to be and act as what they 

authentically are – in an emulation of Heavenly Tao. This informs our next section that 

unfolds the nature of the personhood and the Confucian force shaping behavior. 

Building block 2 - Defining the selfhood through Tao: The relational self 

Confucians believe that everyone is born with heavenly-endowed virtues (德). 

Confucians’ understanding of virtue, as an analogy to Tao, is not an externalized norm but an 

a-priori conception of self that entitles everyone to be perfectible because a-priori self is 

heavenly-endowed. Confucians identify virtues qualifying personhood (i.e., a person as a 

biological organism that must have heavenly-endowed virtue) and the most central of these is 

ren (仁) (W.-T. Chan, 1955; Hwang, 2012; Tu, 1985).  

The notion of ren holds rich and diverse meanings about relatedness of people that 

includes: kindness, benevolence, humanity and human-heartedness (W.-T. Chan, 1955). Ren 

infers the fundamental and defining relatedness of people to each other (Hwang, 1987; 

4 It is worth referencing and comparing this motive to behavior with the Christian notion original sin and the 
search for redemption.  
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Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Yang, 1995). The self, is not individuated as in the Western 

sense, but is an inherently relational self as embedded in its Chinese character (ideogram) that 

refers to two people (W.-T. Chan, 1955). To Confucians, the Tao of ren (humanity) is to 

authentically incorporate relatedness into one’s everyday life. To Confucians, a person of 

sounds morals is one who authentically utilizes their virtues and continuously engages in self-

perfection.  

Building block 3 - Defining the ideal movement through Tao to self-perfection 

Understanding the progress to selfhood means not only knowing and conceptualizing 

the self but also, creating the self through understanding and fulfilling one’s potential while 

relating to society (Baumeister, 1987). Confucians conceptualize and know the self as an a-

priori assumption (i.e., heavenly-endowed virtues) of the fundamental inter-relatedness 

individuals (Jung, 1969; Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Creating the self and fulfilling one’s 

potential are iterative questions of self-exertion (盡己, jin-ji) and self-cultivation (脩己, xiu-

ji) that naturally engage a person in self-expansion (i.e., relating single self to society) in a 

path to self-perfection (Ho, 1995; Hwang, 2012; Hwang & Chang, 2009; Tu, 1985).  

Self-exertion is the act of devoting oneself without reservation. Self-exertion 

embodies the Confucian Tao-as-authenticity in an integration of who I am (being) and what I 

do (acting). Self-cultivation is the act or state of learning about and rectifying oneself (Hwang 

& Chang, 2009) in a way that helps a person to gradually understand their a-priori self and 

life mission (Hwang, 2012). Self-perfection starts with self-exertion as a person authentically 

engages in their work and, as they accumulate experiences, they become more able to explore 

and fulfill their potential in a process of self-cultivation. This is the Chinese self in a constant 

state of transformation in a life-long journey to self-perfection (Tu, 2012). Mencius frames an 

elegant explanation of this transcending motivational force: “He who has exhausted all his 

mental constitution knows his nature. Knowing his nature, he knows Heaven. To preserve 
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one's mental constitution, and nourish one's nature, is the way to serve Heaven. When neither 

a premature death nor long life causes a man any double-mindedness, but he waits in the 

cultivation of his personal character for whatever issue; this is the way in which he 

establishes his Heaven-ordained being” (Legge, 1875). 

Confucian-moral motivational force: Tao-Virtue 

Under Confucianism, the Tao of Heaven exemplifies the perfection that comes from 

authenticity. A person’s life mission anchored neither in (Western) achievement of 

instrumental goals nor finding a satisfied individualistic state but rather it is to continuously 

engage their heavenly-endowed virtue in the promise of self-perfection. This is the person 

engaging in the interactive cycle of self-exertion and self-cultivation that, through use, 

expands understanding of their virtue. These relations are not only the starting point for 

sensemaking of thought and behavior in the world but where the ending contribution 

naturally locates. This represents in the philosophical construction of the metaphysical world 

of Confucianism: “Authenticity is the way of Heaven, the attainment of authenticity is the 

Way of Humanity. He who possesses authenticity is he who, without an effort, hits what is 

right, and apprehends, without exercise of thought; he is the sage who naturally and easily 

embodies the right way” (adapted from An, 2004; Legge, 1971). Therefore, authenticity is 

when one’s virtue attunes with Tao. The Chinese expression of Tao-Der (Way-Virtue), often 

translated as morality, delimits this attunement and epitomizes central role of authenticity in 

Confucian moral motivation.  

Confucian Tao-Der acts as a moral force that leads individuals to draw on their a-

priori self in external expressions of virtue: so that that when virtue calls one should feel 

moved to authentically answer. Rich and vivid expressions surface in everyday life as 

artifacts of the deeper philosophical perspective presented here. A failure to consider others is 

equal to a sign of morally defective as a person fails one’ heavenly-endowed virtues or a-
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priori self (對不起自己). This failure in morality is condemned to lack virtue (缺德), lack a 

good heart/mind (沒良心, without liang-xin)5 or not even qualify as a person (不是人).  

Toward a Taoist Theory of Motivation 

For Taoism, Tao is like water as being malleable and pervasive force that exists 

everywhere. Tao is a double-edged sword: going with Tao enables a person to effortlessly 

achieve everything whereas holding against Tao positions a person unadoptable so may hurt 

oneself (building block 1). To Taoists, the latter situation surfaces the primary Taoist concern: 

self-preservation. To Taoists, vitality is so basic that without it none of the human aspiration 

is possible or meaningful (building block 2). To resolve to negative impact of Tao, Taoists 

counter-intuitively suggest a person fully empty one’s mind and free oneself from all pre-

occupations (building block 3). With these building blocks, we conclude that Taoist 

motivation comes from its unique version of pragmatism (building block 4). 

Building block 1 - Where and what is the Tao? Tao of Nature 

The philosopher Laozi illustrates the Tao with a metaphor of water: “The highest 

excellence is like (that of) water. The excellence of water appears in its benefiting all things, 

and in its occupying, without striving (to the contrary), the low place which all men dislike. 

Hence (its way) is near to (that of) the Tao.” The water metaphor represents the fluidity, 

responsiveness, and malleability of Tao because water “is the least thing-like of all things – 

the most alive, the most alert” (Jullien, 2004: 170). When water-like Tao moves (like flowing 

water or waves), the power is inescapable and irresistible as we are all immersed in Tao. 

Under Taoism an ideal person is as fluid, responsive, and malleable as water: constantly 

5 The good heart/mind (liang-xin) is often mistranslated as conscience (i.e., subjective norm of morality). This 
mistranslation results from a de-contextually understanding and exclusively focuses on the subjective judgment 
of morality but neglect the wider web of meanings that support each concept. In Confucian sense, good 
heart/mind is rooted in heavenly-endowed goodness. Confucians use xin (literally heart) to represent moral 
agency and do not suggest there is a clear distinction between heart and mind (N. Yu, 2009). Therefore, thinking 
(e.g., consciousness) and feeling (e.g., emotion) are not clearly separated. By contrast, conscience and conscious 
share the same root in Latin conscious, they word combine ‘with’ and ‘to know’. The conscience suggests moral 
judgment roots in human cognition. 
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seeking to identify and monitor Tao so that by going with the flow, one can, at best, effortless 

achieve everything or, at minimum, not hurt oneself.   

Building block 2 - What is the core aspect of a person? Vital body 

Taoists, despite the difficulty in defining Tao, articulate the core aspect of a person 

without any ambiguity: a vital body. Chuangzi, a Taoist philosopher, represents this as four 

missions that define a person’s life: “to preserve the body, to maintain the life, to nourish our 

parents, and to complete our term of years” (Legge, 1891). This is a pragmatic force that acts 

on and gives significance to preserving life. 

Building block 3 - How does a person act accordance to the Tao? To empty the self  

While Taoists acknowledge the human aspirations and potentials they assert that these 

are only realizable if one is alive. The Confucian expression of the self, as responding to 

one’s relational self and contributing to the social good, can harm one’s vitality. Chuangzi 

ingeniously explains how Taoist assertions act as a counterpoint to Confucian doctrine in 

hypothetical dialogues between Confucius and his most brilliant disciple Yanhui.6 These 

dialogues reveal Yanhui facing moral hazard as he aspires to appropriately assist a fatuous 

ruler. Yanhui comes to realizes the path to self-cultivation lies in a state of being completely 

void (Jullien, 2004) or freed from all preoccupation (Legge, 1891). Chuangzi explains, “The 

mountain by its trees weakens itself. The grease which ministers to the fire fries itself. The 

cinnamon tree can be eaten, and therefore it is cut down. The varnish tree is useful, and 

therefore incisions are made in it. All men know the advantage of being useful, but no one 

knows the advantage of being useless.” By being void a person fully attunes with its 

surroundings and cannot be used or manipulated and so they protect their vitality. This is the 

person as fluid, responsive and malleable; analogous to the water metaphor. 

6 Choosing Yanhui in this story as the main character is a rhetoric. This suggests none of the Confucians can if 
Yanghui, the most brilliant disciple of Confucius, fails to do so. 
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Taoist motivational force: Taoist pragmatism 

From the Taoist perspective, motivation is pragmatic force towards protecting one’s 

vitality. As an individual’s aspiration becomes fixed and purposive so it denies the possibility 

of a responsive, fluid and malleable response. Here the individual, set on achieving their 

aspirations, goes against the Tao in a way that puts their vitality at risk. A Taoists sense of 

pragmatism leads a person to act responsive and malleable to potential risks in-situ so that 

once self-preservation is ensured they can comfortably pursuit their aspiration. 

So far, we present two significant systems of thoughts that endorse and afford a 

Confucian moral and Taoism pragmatic frame to Chinese motivation theory. While this 

advances understanding by contextualizing motivation to the Chinese we give it greater 

meaning through empirical work that grounds in the everyday realities of employees’ lives.  

EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF CHINESE MOTIVES TO WORK 

To empirically investigate the motives to work, we explored why people do what they do 

at work (adapted to work setting from Strauss, 1992) by following and adapting the empirical 

methods developed by Bagozzi and his colleagues (Bagozzi & Dabholkar, 1994; e.g., 

Bagozzi, Bergami, & Leone, 2003; Bagozzi, Sekerka, & Hill, 2009; Morandin, Bergami, & 

Bagozzi, 2006). We elicited respondent’s motives in terms of their justifications for their 

idiographic goals in performing critical service behaviors at work. Our questions were 

designed to access the employees’ everyday expression of motives to work. First, we asked 

respondent to specify the reasons and justifications for performing work behaviors. Second, 

we asked respondents to identify the anticipated consequences and justifications for 

performing work behaviors.  

Context and Samples 

We sampled respondents from Taiwan since Chinese cultures (e.g., Confucianism and 

Taoism) are largely retained there (Hwang, 2012; Metzger, 1988; 1990). We adopted two 
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criteria to choose work place settings. First, each setting needed to follow the similar basic set 

of work behaviors or work flow. Second, the chosen setting needed to allow employee some 

personal discretion during work performing so that personal motives were directly relevant. 

This led us to select customer service in restaurants in international tourist hotels since both 

standardization and service employee discretion about their service behavior is important in 

this context (Lovelock & Wirtz, 2004). 

After discarding 27 surveys because the incomplete responses, we collected 74 useable 

surveys from 15 restaurant division of international tourist hotels in Taiwan. The mean age of 

our respondents was 25 years old (SD = 5.14; ranged from 15 to 41) and a total of 80% of the 

respondents was female. Majority of our final samples were full-time service employees 

(64%), followed by part-time employees (18%) and interns (18%) and with a total of 20% 

respondents was also first-line supervisor. Their averaged tenure in this organization was 2.3 

years (SD = 1.83) and in the restaurant service business is 4.5 years (SD = 4.05). 

Data Collection 

Data collection and analysis followed the three step procedure developed by Bagozzi 

and his colleagues to (a) ground work behaviors in a service setting, (b) elicit personal 

motives and (c) interpret the emergent idiographic explanations (e.g., Bagozzi et al., 2003; 

2009; Bagozzi & Dabholkar, 1994; Morandin et al., 2006).  

Customer defined critical employee behaviors in restaurant settings.  We started by 

identifying behavioral references as a basis to elicit employees’ motives towards workplace 

behaviors. A grounded and qualitative approach was necessary given the lack of previous 

work. First, we drew on focus group interviews to identify six factors that customer use to 

evaluate customer-employee encounters (i.e., service quality dimensions). Second, we 

developed an open-ended questionnaire to surface which employees’ behaviors customers’ 

considered critical in their assessment of each of the six factors. This systematic analysis 
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produced 30 critical behavioral cues that associated with the 6 service quality dimensions 

(see Appendix A for detail). Third, we designed a questionnaire, whose six versions varied 

according the service quality dimension and behavior cues they related to, in order to validate 

the relevance of our critical behaviors. A sample of employees’ were asked to rate (from 1 = 

not match at all to 4 = very much match) the extent to which each behavioral cues fitted their 

actual work. We also asked respondents to list those cues that strongly machined their actual 

behaviors (i.e., a rating of 3 or 4). These behavioral cues served as a reference to elicit the 

motives. On average 86% of the behavioral cues at least matched our respondents’ work 

experience. This gave us confidence that we had an appropriate platform from which to 

identify employees’ motives to perform critical workplace behaviors.  

Eliciting idiographic motives and explanations.  As per Bagozzi and his colleagues 

(e.g., Bagozzi et al., 2003), we developed an open-end questionnaire that incorporated three-

level of self-interpretation to elicit the underlying configuration of motives that Chinese 

employees hold towards performing critical service behaviors (See Appendix B). 

Respondents were initially instructed to provide two personal reasons that explained why 

they perform the service behavior(s) at work and two consequences if they did not perform 

those behavior(s). Next, respondents were asked to think of the first reasons that they had 

provided and explain why it was important in the adjacent column. Respondents then were 

asked a final time (i.e., three levels) to consider the explanation they had just given and make 

further justification for it. Ideally this resulted in a table of 12 motives that associated with 

four strings of employees’ idiographic explanations for performing service behaviors at work.  

Data Analysis 

Our 74 respondents provided 780 idiographic explanations of their motives to perform 

service behaviors and 565 linkages among these motives for an average of 10.5 motives and 

6.2 linkages per respondent. We find the grounded responses largely reflect a relational 
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worldview and so focus on specific and concrete reasons and anticipated consequences (e.g., 

to avoid supervisor blame, to please customers, to influence my income). This tendency 

aligns with the cognitive and relational features of Chinese worldview in the cultural 

psychology literature (Markus & Kitayama, 1991; e.g., Nisbett, 2003; Nisbett et al., 2001). 

This gives the initial confidence for validity and relevance of our empirical data. Our data 

analysis followed Bagozzi and Dabholkar’ (1994; 2000) two stages of qualitative and 

quantitative analysis. 

Each of the grounded response was content analyzed to assign the motives to 

meaningful groups that followed the principle of “maximal within-group similarity and 

between-group dissimilarity” (Bagozzi et al., 2003: 920). For instance, “customers would be 

impressed by me” (#74) and “enthusiastic and passionate interactions build bonds” (#61) 

were coded under the category of informal connections. By iterating between the data and the 

emergent categories, we eventually arrived at a set of 25 contextualized categories of motives 

to work (The results, shown in Table 1 are elaborated on below). We invited two raters who 

were not familiar with our research to independent re-categorize half of the data set based on 

the 25-category. We calculated the inter-rater reliabilities (Perreault & Leigh, 1989) and the 

result indicate a high-level of agreement (.86 and .89).  

The first step to represent the configuration of motives is to construct an implication 

matrix for each of the groups being studied. The implication matrix shows the aggregated 

number of times each motive leads to other motive for respondents. The motives were 

arranged in a square matrix Z in which the cells (zij) reflect the number of times that motive i 

leads to motive j. We then organized the motives in an implication matrix and in this process 

we removed 107 self-connected linkages (i.e., along a diagonal line where both origin and 

end are same motives). This left a total of 458 useable linkages for further network analysis. 

Appendix C and D shows the implication matrix for reasons and consequences as motives to 
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perform service behaviors.  

The implication matrix can be used to produce a graphical representation or mental map 

of motives structure. In order to balance between the richness and comprehensibility of 

findings, a cutoff level was set to arrive at a meaningful, rather that overly detailed, 

representation. A cutoff value was the minimum value that a cell in the implication matrix 

must have in order to be incorporated into the map. A rule of thumb used in extant literature 

is to “choose a cutoff, producing a map accounting for a large proportion of the total number 

of connections among motives with a relatively small number of cells in the implication 

matrix” (Bagozzi et al., 2003: 920). By setting a cutoff level at three we satisfied this 

requirement.  

Figures 1 and 2 are the mental maps representing the structure of 11 reasons and 9 

consequences, respectively, under our chosen cut-off level. The arrangement of motives in 

the vertical direction follows the ratio of in-degrees to the sum of in-degrees plus out-degrees 

(i.e., last column of Appendix C and D). In-degrees indicate how often a motive is the end of 

a relation while out-degrees show how often a motive is a source or origin. Higher ratios 

reveal motives that are ends rather than origins and we visually placed these are the top of our 

map and vice versa.  

To understand the structure of the motives in the mental maps it is useful create a meta-

classification system (Bagozzi et al., 2003). The 25 motives could be arranged into three 

groups of master motives: proximal social motives, distal social motives, and individual self-

motives. This classification reflects the notion of the self as an amalgam of the social and 

individuated (Yang, 1995). In the figures, the placement of motives in the horizontal direction 

was ordered by the three master motives i.e., proximal social (grey), distal social (black) and 

individual self-motives (white).  

RESULTS 
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Idiographic Motives to Work  

Proximal social motives.  Motives in this meta-category relate to employees’ aspirations 

to directly shape the customers’ experience in the interpersonal interactions. These motives 

relate to both the concrete reality of being in face-to-face contact with customers. A total of 

six contextualized motives closely associate with proximal social motives (see Table 1).  

--- Insert Table 1 here --- 

Informal connection, mentioned by 28.4% of respondents, refers to employee’s motives 

to establish or maintain personal and idiosyncratic connection with customer. Employees 

refer to the aim of reducing the sense of distance between themselves and the customer as 

they try and develop a more affective connection. Employees also refer to formal connection 

(41.9%) as a motive to establish or enhance the formal customer-service employee 

relationships through quality service provision. Employees are driven through the 

anticipation that their formal connection would lead customers to be impressed in a way that 

reaffirms or develops their social status or social face. 

Active attentiveness, identified by 35.1% of respondents, refers employees’ personal 

directive to attentively monitor customers in order to respond their needs. This motive 

energizes employees to respond appropriately to the rich range of contextual signals and hints 

that customers send about their needs. Preventive attentiveness, relevant to 47.3% of 

respondents, concerns employees’ desire to prevent customers from discomfort. This motive 

leads employees to observe the customers’ environment and make efforts to ensure customers 

feel physically and psychologically comfortable and at ease. Customer complaints (48.6% of 

respondents) describes employees’ motive to prevent customers complaining about the 

service they provide. (Dis)satisfied customer (54.1%) refers to employees motive to at least 

avoid upsetting customers and ideally to please them.  

Distal social motives.  Motives in this meta-category, more distant from customer 
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interaction, are oriented towards the employees’ efforts towards managing the social and 

situational connection between themselves, others and the organization. A total of nine 

motives associate with this category (see Table 1).  

Supervisor blame (28.3%) refers to employees’ motive to avoid being negatively 

evaluated by their supervisor. Typically supervisor blame associates with blame, punishment 

and low trust. Employees are naturally concerned with work demands (21.6%) in terms trying 

to follow regulations, standard procedures or cultural entreaties to behavior at work. While 

working, they also dedicate efforts to reduce their burden or demands of tasks that constitute 

their workload (13.5%). Employees also report motives to maintain a good work atmosphere 

(9.5%) through the positive interactions directed towards forming affective connection with 

colleagues and in displays of good social conduct (13.5%) i.e., following appropriate moral 

or ethical approaches. 

Employees not only felt their movement at work was directed towards relations with 

colleagues, but also the wider connection with the organization. Employees motives reported 

their efforts at work related to the potential to encourage customers to remain or become 

loyal (i.e., motive to maintain or lose customers; 55.4%) and potential to affect overall sales 

(35.1%) either positively or negatively. Their investment in work also directs towards 

maintain positive word-of-mouth that creates a positive organizational image (31.1%). Some 

employees also referred to avoiding close down (8.1%) as a motive to work.  

Individual self-motives.  Where the other two categories are outward looking towards 

others and the environment, motives in this group reflect employees’ drive towards living out 

their full potential. There are ten motives in this meta-category (see Table 1).  

Jingye, particularly significant, directs employees towards mindfully fulfilling their 

responsibilities or duty at work. Jingye, clearly significant to employees (58.1%), refers to 

employees’ deep desire to fully dedicate themselves at work. Individuals also refer to their 
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good heart/mind (24.3%) in terms of a desire to avoid the unease and self-blame that derives 

from failing to behave appropriately. Integral to individual self-motives is the force towards 

self-cultivation (i.e., the motive to improving and learning; 23.0%) while also orientating 

efforts towards keeping work pleasant enjoyable in a desire achieve positive emotion at work 

(23.0%).  

A small but relevant group of employees also hold ambitions to behave appropriately so 

as not to fail the educational upbringing (2.7%) of their family. Concerns with family extend 

to financial security and desire to avoid a drop and ideally achieve and raise in personal 

income (20.3%) and at worst to avoid losing their job (i.e., unemployment; 13.5%) by 

effectively serving customers.  

Our respondents have surprisingly little concern with recognition, performance, and 

achievement, despite the fact that these are often referred to in the extant motivational 

literature. Employees had some desire to increase their sense of achievement (6.8%) at work 

potentially by performing behaviors that influence others’ assessment of their performance 

(5.4%). Some employees also seek recognition (5.4%) from colleagues, supervisors or 

customers.  

Meanings of Mental Maps of Chinese Motives to Work 

In addition to identifying motives and relating them to meaningful meta-categories we 

uncovered linkages between motives. These interdependencies explain the reasons for and 

anticipated consequences employees’ hold for performing work related behaviors. Through 

the use of mental maps we give explain how these interdependencies give shape and direction 

to what makes employees move (i.e., motivates them). We start by identifying important 

motives in the mental map. Next, we identify the linkages between these important motives 

as well as their relationship with those deemed less critical. Finally, we interpret the structure 

of motives through inter-relationship among the meta-categories.  
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To assess the relative importance of each motive and their relationships we follow 

suggestions in the literature to employ the two indicators of prestige and centrality (Faust & 

Wasserman, 1992). Prestige, the first indicator, refers to the extent to which a particular 

motive is justification or explanation of the other motives. This indicator relates to the ratio 

of in-degrees of a specific motive to the total number of connections in the implication 

matrix. This index reveals those motives that are more important forces acting on and shaping 

employees’ behavior. Centrality, the second indicator, reveals the degree of which a particular 

motive links with other motives. This indicator relates to the ratio of the sum of in-degrees 

and out-degrees of a specific motive to the total number of connections in the implication 

matrix. The resulting index pinpoints how important motives connect with other motives. 

Centrality and prestige give form to the mental map that reveals the relationship between 

meta-categories that rationalizes what makes employees move (see Figures 1 and 2). 

Reasons to work as motives to perform service behaviors.  The reasons for performing 

work behaviors are represented in a mental map of 11 motives and 14 linkages (see Figure 1). 

Results show employees feel particularly directed towards the three most prestigious motives 

relating to the organization (maintain customers, sale raise) and interpersonal interaction 

(satisfied customer). While the central motives of satisfied customers, maintain customers 

and jingye are important explanations of the interconnections between and with other 

motives. Jingye holds a particularly important motive as is serves as the starting point in this 

mental map.  

--- Insert Figure 1 and 2 about here --- 

Jingye was justified by motives that shape and direct their inner energy towards work 

(i.e., good heart/mind, improving and learning, and satisfied customers). Satisfied customers 

justifies supporting the firm’s positive image. A desire to achieve a positive image for the firm 

directs successful service interaction with customers (i.e., satisfied customers). This, in turn, 
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is justified by the motive towards an increase in sales. Maintain customers justifies four 

motives that shape four proximal social motives. Employees refer to motives (preventive 

attentiveness, active attentiveness, informal connection and formal connection) as shaping 

interactions in this important relationship between themselves and customers. These motives 

all appear directed towards attending to important connections between the employee, the 

firm and their customers. 

Overall, the mental map is a metaphorical wave that starts from individual self-motives, 

through proximal social motives and onto distal social motives. The pattern is rich in positive 

motives that energize service employees. For instance, all the distal social motives suggest a 

positive prospect while proximal social motives interweave active and preventative motives 

in the anticipation of satisfying customers. Individual self-motives, too, anticipate self-

development and living out one’s potential.  

Anticipated consequences to work as motives to perform service behaviors.  The 

anticipated consequences for not performing work behaviors comprise 9 motives and 12 

linkages (see Figure 2). Results show that, losing customers, sales reduction and customer 

complaints are the three most prestigious motives. The centrality of motives follows a similar 

pattern although the order is somewhat different: losing customer, customer complaint and 

sales drop.  

Preventative attentiveness is justified by the potential for customer complaints. This 

frames employees’ primary concern as handling those most potentially risky consequences of 

their work. Losing customers is justified by sale drop while this motive itself explains 

concern with the firms’ negative image, customer complaints, dissatisfied customers and 

preventative attentiveness. Customer complaint is justified by losing customers and justifies 

dissatisfied customers. This motive translates the customer’s dissatisfaction to substantive 

social consequences. A reduction in sales is justified by drop personal income while this 
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motive justifies firm’s negative image and losing customers. Sale drop and supervisor blame 

connect the organizational consequences to individual consequences (i.e., a drop in personal 

income and emotion at work).  

Overall, the mental map flows from proximal social motives, through distal social 

motives, to personal motives. This pattern reveals a clear desire to avoid negativity. For 

instance, all the proximal social motives anticipate avoiding negative impacts on customers 

that might spill over into distal social impacts. Employees, ultimately, feel driven to avoid 

risking their personal incomes and exposure to negative emotions at work.  

DISCUSSION 

This paper reports the start of a much needed journey to contextualization of work 

motivation to Chinese culture (Meyer, 2006; Tsui, 2004; 2006). Our approach combines 

original theorizing that gives shape to the Chinese motivation construct with grounded 

empirical data that reveals our rationalizing logic in action. 

We start by positioning ‘what makes us move’ as a basic notion of motivation. We find 

that to move (行) is meaningful if we contextualize to the defining Chinese concept of the Tao 

or Way (道). The Tao sheds lights the ideal and natural paths that a person, at best, can strive 

effortless along or, at least, not resist. We deepen the contextualization of motivation to the 

everyday expression of Tao in Confucian morality and Taoist pragmatism that, as an integral 

whole, gives form and energy to employees work behaviors. We believe that Li’s mother, 

from our opening, while dismissing the unfamiliar motivational theory cultivated in the 

Western world, would find our theories hold a sense of familiar rationalizing logic about what 

shapes people’s movement. Through our empirical work we surface motives Chinese 

employees relate to shaping their work behaviors. By embedding these concrete and specific 

motives in our notion of motivation as Confucian and Taoist forces we are able to explain 

how employees shape and direct (i.e., motivate) their work behaviors.  
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We argue our theories of Chinese work motivation hold strong interpretive validity 

given their anchor in the philosophical roots of Chinese culture and contemporary theorizing 

in indigenous psychology and management. Our approach, preliminary, requires further 

critical examination that we facilitate through a series of propositions that address: (1) 

Confucian-moral theory of motivation, (2) Taoist-pragmatic theory of motivation, (3) the 

common theoretical premises in both theories, and (4) how these two seemingly contradictory 

theories complement each other through yin-yang. 

Towards the Chinese Theories of Work Motivation 

A Central Motive: Jingye 

We surface jingye as important to understanding Chinese motives to work. This, 

alone, is significant since this motive has not discussed explicitly in the extant literature. 

Jingye refers to the notion, literally translated as respect for work. It is a well-established part 

of the Chinese cultural repertoire that, integral to education in both China and Taiwan7, holds 

a defining role as a work ethic in the Greater China region (Redding, 1990).  

The notion of Jingye roots in the ancient term jing that refers to the deep responsibility, 

cautiousness, seriousness and dedication that a ruler should hold and display (S. Y. Chan, 

2006). Jing also embodies responsibilities to promote the welfare of the people (Lau, 1979). 

Jing, therefore, represents not only psychological but also a normative notion that directs 

individuals to authentically devote themselves at work. We, therefore, interpret jingye as a 

specific manifestation of Confucian Tao (i.e., authenticity) in the workplace. 

Confucian Moral Motivation and its Enabling Motives Structure 

Our empirical results reveal employees’ reasons to work reflect the impact of their work 

on themselves as well as the social fabric of the organization and wider environment. The 

mental map reveals that being authentically engaged at work (i.e., individual-self motive, 

7 Curricula draw on speeches from Liang Qichao (1873-1929), a Chinese scholar, to give shape to this notion. 
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jingye) serves as the primary energizing force for employees at work. This is employees 

directing their behavior so the impact is a full realization of the relational self through 

authenticity. We interpret this as the Confucian moral motivation.  

Jingye is justified by the social impacts, by improving and learning and by one’s good 

heart/mind. Social impacts, related to jingye and positioned in a comparatively close time 

horizon, energize employees towards self-exertion, i.e., the act of devoting oneself without 

reservation. Improving and learning, also related to jingye, reflects employees’ desire to 

develop their potential from learning at work i.e., dedicate themselves to self-cultivation. 

Working is moral as it provides opportunities to authentically exert and cultivate individual’s 

(relational) self. Employees are energized through the motive of good heart/mind as they do 

not want to fail their moral selves i.e., demonstrate themselves as morally defective by failing 

to a failure to self-exertion and self-cultivation.  

Proposition 1: Confucian-moral motivation is enabled by structuring motives from personal 

motives, through proximal social motives, to distal social motives, 

Taoist Pragmatic Motivation and its Enabling Motives Structure 

Our empirical results show employees attentive and responsive to anticipated 

consequences of their and others’ behavior situated in the social fabric of the organization and 

wider environment. The mental map (Figure 2) shows the social fabric as a central energizing 

force for employees force towards work i.e., both proximal and distal social motives are more 

predominant than individual self-motives. Employees, overall, interpret shaping their 

behavior to avoid undesirable negative impacts in the social fabric that threaten the core 

aspect of self: one’s vitality. Overall we position these anticipated consequences, relating to 

practical efficacy (Jullien, 2004), as a pragmatic force i.e., Taoist concerns towards shaping 

thought and behavior.  

Employees at work are both passive and active in relations with others. When in the 
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passive position of being influenced by others they are motivated to mitigate the negative 

impacts over circumstances over which they have minimal control (i.e., proximal social 

motives). This fits the dominant impressions that the Chinese are more willing to adapt the 

self rather than attempt to change the environment (i.e., they adopt secondary control) 

(Morling & Evered, 2006; Spector, Sanchez, Siu, Salgado, & Ma, 2004; Weisz, Rothbaum, & 

Blackburn, 1984). Employees in the active position of attempting to influence others feel a 

natural directive to critically reflect on the impact of their and others behavior. An 

interdependent, relational self by definition is functioning in a system where behaviors have 

potentially negative consequences in the social fabric (e.g., distal social motives) and on the 

individual self (e.g., individual self-motives). These are all motivated by the underlying sense 

of personal jeopardy in the ever present concern with an inability to finance one’s own (i.e., 

family) life. Therefore: 

Proposition 2: Taoist-pragmatic motivation is enabled by structuring motives from proximal 

social motives, through distal social motives, to personal motives.  

Confucian-moral and Taoist-pragmatic Theories of Motivation are Relational and Situated 

Given relationalism is central to the Chinese worldview it is natural and important that 

this imbues our understanding of motivation. Researchers and managers, drawing on theory 

from the Western world, comfortably draw on abstract and largely decontextualized notions 

(like goal setting) that lack the imperative to Chinese employees driven by interdependences 

between themselves and others in the unfolding concrete specifics of the situation. 

Both mental maps (Figures 1 and 2) reveal employees are driven to relate to and 

integrate with the specifics of the surrounding social fabric. Confucian-moral motivation acts 

as an imperative for employees to constantly seek and identify the opportunities in the 

environment for self-development (individual-self motives) that coalesce with the potential to 

contribute positively to the wider social fabric (proximal and social distal motives). Taoist-
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pragmatic motivation directs employees to attentively and constantly monitor for the negative 

impacts that their and others’ behaviors (proximal and distal social motives) may have in the 

constantly changing social environment. This drives individuals to avoid the potential 

jeopardy of loss income or emotional disharmony (individual-self motives). Both the 

Confucian-moral and Taoist-pragmatic theories of motivation reveal employees as situated in 

a web of contextually significant set of relations. This positions:  

Proposition 3: The Confucian-moral and Taoist-pragmatic theories of motivation as both are 

relational and situated. 

Chinese motivation as a question of balancing Confucian-morality and Taoist-pragmatism 

Although Confucian-moral and Taoist-pragmatic motivational forces are distinct they 

need to be understood holistically and from the Chinese perspective of balance. For the 

Chinese the coexistence of contradiction is inevitable and normal (Fang, 2011). Our mental 

maps reveal the apparently contradictor positions of employees seeking a relational self while 

at the same time also seeking authenticity and self-preservation.   

Fang (2011) argues these should be understood as yin-yang, an ancient Chinese idea 

shared by Confucians and Taoists, which reflects a holistic, dynamic and dialectical 

worldview (P. P. Li, 2011; Nisbett, 2003). Rather than absolute and fixed, yin and yang are 

relative and fluid temporary positions. The core question, consequently, is not whether 

Confucianism or Taoist represents yin or yang but when one serves as yin while the other 

does as yang. Employees who become increasingly preoccupied with moving towards an 

ideal Confucian moral position may find this is to the detriment of their own security (as with 

Yanhui in Chuangzi in the previous section). This signifies the emergence of yin in the 

Confucian moral motives while Taoist pragmatism serves as yang. Likewise, an employee 

obsessed with Taoist-pragmatism frames the yin in a conservative or pragmatic motivation 

that may reduce their Confucian moral drive (yang) towards fully developing their self-
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potential.  

As with yin and yang, these are constantly emerging and changing positions that allow 

the Confucian-moral and Taoist-pragmatic theories of motivation to complement each other. 

In the constantly balancing nature of their interplay a person moves along the ideal and 

natural path or Tao. Hsu (1971) refers to this search for balance a psycho-social homeostasis 

(or internal stability/balance) between the individual (psycho) and the collective (social). 

Therefore: 

Proposition 4: Confucian-moral and Taoist-pragmatic theories of motivation are 

complementary as yin-yang. 

Limitations and future research 

Given the systemic nature of culture, any analysis is by its nature incomplete. However, 

“it is not necessary to know everything in order to know something” (Geertz, 1973: 20). 

Given the complexities of culture, work motivation and an underdeveloped literature, it is 

clear our theorizing and empirical contribution is highly exploratory.  

Our empirical study has several limitations. In many ways the most important limitation 

of this work is also its most important contribution: development of grounded theoretical 

explanations of work motivation for Chinese employees that lack the reference point of 

dominant motivation theory; contextualized to the Western world. Barry and Zhang (2009) 

argue that theory should be associated with and developed appropriate to context. Such 

contextually bound theory is in the manner of its making a departure from what has gone 

before. At the point of scrutiny our propositions for Confucian-moral and Taoist pragmatic 

theories demand that, scientists, as Kuhn argues, must choose between an established 

paradigm or theory and an upstart competitor. Such decision problems, he puts, “cannot be 

resolved by proof” and, “To discuss their mechanism is, therefore, to talk about techniques of 

persuasion, or about argument and counterargument in a situation in which there can be no 
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proof” (2013: 74). 

Second, we only focus on the employees directly engaged in providing the customer 

service. The nature of frontline service provision with its high emotional demands and direct 

customer contact may shape the work experiences differently from other professions such as 

teachers, IT engineers, and accountants. Further research critically examines our approach 

and findings in the context of other work contexts. Finally, we identify a new and important 

construct, jingye that plays a defining role in the web of motives. While we surface the 

relevance of jingye to work motivation, we do not establish its nature and structure. Further 

research usefully defines and establishes the construct validity of jingye. 
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Table 1.  Samples quotes and data structure 

Master 
Motives 

Motives (Number of 
respondents referring to this 

motive) 

Number of 
respondents 
referred as Sample quotes 

Rsa Csb 

Proximal 
social 

motives 

1. Informal connection 
(21) 

18 11  Reduce the distance between I and customers (#11) 
 Friction with customer hurts the bond (#12) 
 Customers won’t treat you as a stranger (#34) 

2. Formal connection 
(31) 

29 10  Customer would feel they are special (#7) 
 Treat customers as they are significant (#22) 

3. Active attentiveness 
(26) 

22 7  To empathically anticipate when customers would want 
(#10) 

 Think and do before customers would realize (#63) 
4. Preventive 

attentiveness (35) 
25 18  It would offend customers (#65) 

 Customer would not feel any uncertainty (#68) 
5. Customer complaints 

(36) 
6 34  Be complained (#1) 

 Customer would blame me (#35) 
6. (Dis)satisfied 

customers (40) 
35 19  Keep customer happy and pleased (#15) 

 Customer would be unhappy or angry (#18) 

Distal social 
motives 

1. Supervisor blame (21) 5 18  Supervisor would blame me (#1) 
 I will be punished (#18) 

2. Work demands (16) 15 1  Because our culture encourage us to do this (#36) 
 This is written in the standard procedure (#41) 

3. Workload (10) 6 7  It takes more time to fix the problem (#15) 
 It makes the work smooth (#70) 

4. Work atmosphere (7) 3 4  This can avoid influencing the work atmosphere and we 
can have better team work (#12) 

 It would reduce the fractions between me and colleagues 
(#40) 

5. Social conduct (10) 9 2  Otherwise, it is immoral (#7) 
 Because it is honorable (#74) 

6. Maintain/losing 
customers (41) 

30 34  No customer, no business (#7) 
 Customers are willing to visit again (#8) 

7. Sales raise/drop (26) 13 19  Don’t improve, won’t have business (#3) 
 Sales would drop (#60) 

8. Firm’s 
positive/negative 
image (23) 

11 17  Company could have good reputation (#6) 
 People would find our company with bad reputation 

(#18) 
 Customer would be will to refer to other friends (#60) 

9. Close down (6) 1 5  Company cannot survive (#7) 
 Close down (#15) 

Individual 
self-motives 

1. Jingye (43) 37 12  Spirit of jingye (#14) 
 I do what I must do (#63) 

2. Good heart/mind (18) 13 9  Otherwise I would fail my good heart/mind (#4) 
 I would blame myself (#9) 

3. Development and 
learning (17) 

11 9  Self-training opportunity (#20) 
 Reveal my weakness and to know where I can do better 

(#33) 
4. Emotion at work (15) 10 9  In a bad mood at work (#13) 

 Making the work enjoyable (#40) 
5. Upbringing (2) 1 1  Expressing and presenting how I am brought up (#21) 

 Bad family education (#61) 
6. Drop/raise personal 

income (15) 
4 12  Easy to bargain the additional benefits with my 

supervisor (#8) 
 Income reduction (#16) 

7. Unemployment (10) 2 9  Losing my job (#6) 
 Layoff (#42) 

8. Recognition (4) 3 1  Being recognized (#6) 
 It is honorable thing that employees could share (#70) 

9. Performance (4) 0 4  Having bad influence on the performance (#66) 
 Looking bad in the annual review (#69) 

10. Achievement (5) 4 2  Increase my confidence and a sense of achievement 
(#14) 

 Feel frustrated for the mistakes (#52) 
Note: a Rs= reasons for performing the service behavior(s); b Cs= consequences if one does not perform the 
service behavior(s). 
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Figure 1.  Reasoning as moral motives to work Figure 2.  Anticipated consequences as pragmatic motives to work 
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